
Brain Break 
Star Wars and Minecraft 

Saturday, Feb. 02, 5:30 - 10:00 pm 

           $20 1st kid, $15 additional kid(s) 
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Meet the Staff! 

The Academy is welcoming our new Assistant Director, 
Kristin Frimond. 

Kristin will be teaching our Science Discourses and some of 
our Friday electives as well as helping with some of the 
administrative duties. She is eager to meet each of the 
families and to learn more about how she can support each 
of you. Please feel free to reach out to Kristin directly at any 
time, KristinF@american-academy.org. 

Kristin has been involved in education and teaching for over six years with a particular passion for 
science education. While earning her Master's degree in Marine Biology studying deep-sea sharks, 
she developed and taught youth science programs that fostered curiosity and critical thinking skills. 
As an educator, Kristin strives to create a supportive and constructive atmosphere to engage and 
encourage students to excel.  

New Semester, New FRIDAY Electives! 

Spanish I - Students will encompass the instruction of communication, culture, connections, comparisons and 
communities. This course includes instruction on grammar necessary to prepare students to effectively 
communicate by listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

Spanish II - Students begin with a review of the grammar and vocabulary studied in Spanish I. The study of 
Spanish grammar and vocabulary continues, as does the study of the culture of Spanish-speaking societies. 
Listening, speaking and writing skills are emphasized with practice in reading as well.  

Innovation and Entrepreneurship - Students will use their critical thinking and teamwork skills to come up 
with new ideas and solutions to problems. They will design their own business plans and meet with local 
entrepreneurs and business professionals.  

Seeing Through Photographs: Fine Arts - Students will learn how to develop skills to better examine and 
understand the differences between photographs and photographic images. They will learn about different 
modes of artistic and technological experimentation and innovation in photography.  

Marine Megafauna: An Introduction to Marine Science & Conservation - Students will learn about sea 
turtles, whales, dolphins, seals, penguins, sharks, giant squid and other large ocean creatures - collectively 
known as marine megafauna - and what they can tell us about how the ocean works and why it is so important 
for all life on earth.  
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Brain Pop -  Students will learn through engaging in various academic games, animated movies, and other 
academic activities. They will be provided with tools to challenge themselves to reflect, make connections, 
and engage deeper in the content.    

Kidspot  -  Fun Friday activities for children ages 5 to 7.  

Enroll in our Friday Electives Now! 

Discourse and Clubs! 

Science - We have been furthering our knowledge of the human body! 
During discourse, the students were given the opportunity to identify 
where certain organs belong in our bodies. After their puzzle hunt, we 
learned about each organ and their vital roles. 

Math - We have been working on the geometry unit, currently focusing 
on tangrams and identifying polygons. At the beginning of math 
discourse, the students have been doing brain warm-ups by participating 

in playing strategic games and using math manipulatives.  

Mad Science Club -  During Mad Science Club, the students mixed a variety of ingredients to see how 
reactive they were with each other. They discovered that when coffee, vinegar, corn starch, water, and baking 
soda were all mixed together, it will cause a bubbly eruption. 

Robotics Club - In Robotics Club, we graduated from building cars to building planes! Students have been 
formulating their blueprints and building their planes with materials found around the academy. In a couple 
weeks, we will attach model rocket engines/motors to their plans and test how far they will fly!  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Kidspot!  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UPCOMING FIELD TRIP!  
Tessman Planetarium (Santa Ana College), Friday, Feb. 01 

9:30 - 11:00 am and 11:30 - 1:00 pm 

$7 per person  

After, head over to American Academy for the extension of the field 
trip! 

We will be showing Nat-Geo films and doing crafts. 

Please RSVP  

During Kidspot, our students have been learning hands-on about Penguins and our 5 Senses. 
During the week of (1/7), we had an in-depth experience learning about penguins and even 
watching a live cam stream of penguins from the California Academy of Sciences in San 

Francisco. This week (1/14) we have incorporated using our 5 Senses into our learning, such 
as using popcorn to help to think which adjectives would describe the popcorn in 

relationship to all our senses.  For our next topic, we will be learning about weather, 
including the different types of weather and how we use a thermometer.



Angela’s Corner  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Cutting-edge Education on the Rise
Over the last few years, I’ve seen the mass exodus of children from traditional education settings. I know 
where they are headed and why they are leaving…

More parents are choosing a non-traditional path for their student’s primary education. A few years ago 1.5 million 
students were schooling through non-traditional means. Now that number is estimated to be more than 2 million. 

Just ten years ago, homeschooling appeared to be cutting-edge or “alternative” but now is bordering on mainstream. 
It is the fastest growing form of education in the US. It is also rapidly growing all over the globe (ie. Australia, 
Canada, France, Hungary, Japan, Kenya, Russia, Mexico, South Korea, Thailand, and the United Kingdom).

Parents are taking this new route for a variety reasons such as more educational options, more real learning—less 
fluff, flexible schedules, more privacy from big government, more influence over their child’s curriculum, less 
influence from teachers with different values, complete control over how /when/where their child learns sex ed., 
more control over their child’s environment or friends, etc… 

As the number of students leaving public school grows, so do the legislative threats. Government officials in 
California and local school districts would like nothing more than to take away school choice for children. Parents, 
state legislators and groups like the Homeschool Legal Defense Association need to remain vigilant and determined 
to keep our options open.

With public education not going in the direction most parents want, Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick warned, “People will 
pull their kids out [of traditional public education], homeschooling will explode, and private schools will increase.” 
Looking back, Patrick was prophetic.

I created American Academy as a private academy to support parents in educating their child(ren) the way they best 
see fit. We go out of our way to provide tons of flexibility; real learning opportunities in our Essential Discourses, 
our student-led clubs, and our adaptive and personalized online curriculum without wasted time on fluff and 
behavior management. We do not indoctrinate children with certain political or gender views; we do not teach Sex 
Ed, we leave that for families to address in a way to match their parenting philosophies; and because we have a 
small teacher to student ratio, we get to know our students well and we are better able to support what you are 
teaching at home and deeply foster good character development in your children.  Thanks for allowing us to partner 
with you in your child's education.

Angela Hansen  
 
Founder & Director  
American Academy of Strategic Education



Field Trip (1/11/2019): Aquarium of the Pacific   

 

Music Club Performance  
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Cade: Jurassic Park 
Theme Song

Aramis: Stressed 
Out by 21 Pilots

Seth: Rip Tide by 
Vance Joy

Raven: Played 
Viper - "The 
Vindow Viper" 


